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Re: Patients can’t trust doctors’ advice if we hide our
financial connections with drug companies
The idea that disclosure of financial interests would promote patient trust is extremely attractive. Moreover,
patients do have greater trust in doctors who are open about such interests.
But patient trust isn’t the real issue here. The real issue is the structural untrustworthiness of health care
systems and professionals that have financial conflicts of interest to begin with. In this regard, alas,
disclosure of conflicts of interest, however full, genuine and accessible, is of no help at all. The reason is
simple: it cannot reveal, not even in theory, which of the conflicting interests actually prevails.
The truth must be said: non-disclosure and disclosure equally render informed consent a legal fiction and
respect for the patient’s autonomy a farce. Either way, the patient is damned. The drug companies know
that. They have been very happy with non-disclosure, but they would continue to smile on the way to the
bank even if they and those who are on their payroll were forced to go transparent.
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